Track chart deficiencies automatically.
Identify and monitor chart deficiencies automatically.

**Challenge**
How can I easily improve my VA organization’s reporting capabilities, accelerate revenue processes, and help meet The Joint Commission requirements?

**Solutions**
Clintegrity® 360 | VA Chart Complete identifies and monitors chart deficiencies automatically. Integrated seamlessly with VistA and the Clintegrity 360 solution suite, Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete makes time-consuming, manual compilation of deficiency data a thing of the past. Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete provides point-and-click reporting to track chart deficiencies, such as missing discharge summaries, history and physicals, and other critical information. Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete also helps prepare for Joint Commission audits.

**Tracks deficiencies automatically.**
Enhance your reporting capabilities to help meet Joint Commission requirements with Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete. This robust program, which is easily enabled through your existing web-based Clintegrity 360 coding and compliance program, enables staff to track deficient information within the medical record with the click of a button.

Plus, because Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete is integrated with VistA, you'll no longer need to pull deficiency information directly from VistA and manually compile reports for performance improvement activities or Joint Commission reviews. Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete can instantly provide graphs of chart aging, delinquency calculations, and time-stamp deficiencies. And with its ability to identify clinical documentation deficiencies by provider, you can use Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete data in the credentialing and clinical documentation improvement processes.

**Key benefits**
- Increases efficiency and decreases time-consuming activities.
- Accelerates revenue processes.
- Improves clinical documentation improvement efforts.
- Enhances reporting capabilities.
- Helps meet requirements for The Joint Commission.
Features and benefits.

- **Increases efficiency and decreases time-consuming activities.** Run reports that identify deficient chart data with Clintegrity 360 | VA Chart Complete’s VistA integration.
- **Accelerates revenue processes.** Identifying deficiencies quickly leads to faster record completion rates and faster claim submission.
- **Improves clinical documentation improvement efforts.** Track providers who are consistently missing critical information, to identify educational opportunities.
- **Enhances reporting capabilities.** Report templates include extensive selection criteria, allowing you to pull detailed historical record completion information for single or multiple providers and departments.
- **Prepares for Joint Commission audits.** Run periodic or scheduled reports easily to check your record completion rate, ensuring you’re prepared for audits.

To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please contact us at 800-447-7749 or visit nuance.com/go/clintegrity360.